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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS004-FIRE TECHNICIAN

SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2012
FSS004-01   COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH AND COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 33 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS 1 x 10 = 10

1) ..... Lotus is lovely flowers
2) My school is ...... the church.
3) 'Speak'  is ......... verb.
4) Write to the abbreviation PIN.
5) Paint has a ................... box
6) Function keys are .................
7) In Windows ............ function key used to get help
8) Below the menu bar .................... bar appears
9) In MS Word print is in ................ menu
10) ........................generation computer used to integrated circuits.

II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define what is noun?
2) Define kinds of noun?
3) Define interjection?
4) Define some relative adverbs?
5) Define interrogative Adverbs?
6) What is meant by common Gender?
7) Compound sentences
8) MS Access
9) Computer
10) Write about characteritics of computer?
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III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Tool menu
2) Shutdown the computer
3) Lacrimal Drainage system
4) Antitussions and Expectorants
5) Functions of blood
6) B complex
7) Parenteral Administration
8) Draw any five diagram of general instruments

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Write what in complex sentence
2) What are the advantages of using computer in the Modern Field.
3) What are haemalinics? Describe the drugs used for anaemia
4) Describe the prevention of communicable disease
5) Metabolism of lipids
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS004-FIRE TECHNICIAN

SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2012
FSS004-02   ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND RISK MANAGEMENT

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 33 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS 1 x 10 = 10

1) ________ uses photoelectric cell and a light.
2) a. The aim of ergonomics are to facilitate every person's  work efficiently. b. To Minimize the

Possibility of human error or mistakes
3) In metabolic Heat production the heat production of heavy physical work is ____________.
4) Maximum life for hot work permit is  ____________.
5) Maximum life for cold work permit is --------------
6) To control the radiation heat, what are the methods adopted? ------------
7) The purpose of ventilation is to ________ the work area according to the requirement
8) The exhaust system which is the most effective in removing contaminants from the point of origin is

---------
9) The method of segregating or isolating not processes from the main work area is ------------
10) Employment of young children from what age, it is being prohibited? ----------

II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING 2 x 10 = 20

1) What are the three purpose of Disaster aid?
2) What is comfort level?
3) Draw a hook and explain its parts?
4) What do youmean by two hand control?
5) What is contaminants control?
6) What are the safety problems?
7) Explain total loss prevention?
8) Define loss control?
9) Define wave action?
10) Expand MRBF?
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III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain the methods of Risk assessment?
2) Describe the various material handling equipments?
3) What are advantage of good housekeeping?
4) what are the prevent measures for health and safety problem in hot environment?
5) Explain the methods in ergonomics?
6) Explain the aims of ergonomics?
7) What are the methods of personal management?
8) What are the health & safety problems in hot environment?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain the functions of Risk Management?
2) Explain a.HAZOP b.NATURAL DISASTERS (with two examples).
3) Describe the important standards on lighting and illuminations?
4) Explain briefy about the on site and off site planning?
5) Explain the types of landslides?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS004-FIRE TECHNICIAN

SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2012
FSS004-03   SAFETY IN ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 33 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS 1 x 10 = 10

1) For a person falling from top, the maximum deceleration distance of the PFAS is
2) most compressed gas cylinders are approximately _______ inch in thickness, Weight   ____ lbs are more

and are under some _____ Psi of pressure.
3) Which of following is not a Pressure Testing Method?
4) The guardrail system are to be capable of with stand Force of at lest ________ Lbs.
5) Match :1)Torch Brazing a)10-14 2)Gas welding b)3-6  c) 4-8
6) When compressed Air is used in special cleaning ..... and .... must be worn.
7) True/False A) Dampers and dump Trucks Designed to carry Passengers. B) The fixed excavator loosen the

soil and loads on Moving position
8) Generator sets shall be located at level ......feel from building or materials that may catch fire.
9) The minimum load is limit is to be estimated by _________
10) Manual handing operation is now recognized that one person should not lift  any load Exceeding .......

kg.

II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING 2 x 10 = 20

1) Explain the classification of voltage?
2) Define attendant?
3) Where is it "NOT" permissible to hook your fall protection lanyard?
4) When putting on your fall protection full-body harness, where should the "Chest Strap" be located?
5) Who has the authority to supervise the erection, movement, dismantlement or alteration of  scaffolding

equipment?
6) Why are "pinch points" of concern when working around heavy machinery, and what are the hazards

associated with them?
7) How will you identify the hazard in construction site?
8) What is the period to inspect wire ropes?
9) Define asbestos?
10) List out various hazards of electricity?
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III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Write short note on Fork Lift Safety?
2) What are the hazards in electrical & explain it?
3) Explain the two shock protection method?
4) Write a short note on the human factors that are impediments to safety in construction
5) Explain about working platforms in construction field?
6) Explain the emergency procedures?
7) List out some of the defective tools?
8) Explain the human safety in use of electricity?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) what are the precautions should follow on scaffold by worker?
2) How do you asses the fire damage to concrete structural members?
3) With a neat sketch, explain how a fire damaged concrete beam can be repaired?
4) What are the safety measures to be taken in belt conveyor systems?
5) Explain PPE?


